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Abstract
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1. Introduction

That institutions matter for macroeconomic performance is not disputed in macroeconomic theory anymore, at least since the bulk of work on central bank independence and macroeconomic performance. There are, however, major differences when it comes to the question which macroeconomic variables are influenced by institutions. The mainstream, following the classical dichotomy between the real and the monetary sphere, assumes that the degree of central bank independence only affects the rate of inflation but has no long run impact on unemployment, distribution or growth. Politically, economically and personally independent central banks have the capability to solve the time-inconsistency problem of monetary policy, because politically initiated and exploited surprise inflation causing increasing inflation expectations in the private sector is prevented. According to this view, a higher degree of central bank independence is associated with a higher degree of conservatism concerning price stability and a higher degree of credibility in pursuing low inflation. Therefore, central bank independence is viewed to guarantee price stability as a “free lunch”. There are, however, major doubts that time-inconsistency is the true cause of inflation and that the role of independent central banks is adequately assessed in this mainstream approach.

From the perspective of a “monetary theory of production” originating from J.M. Keynes, the position sketched above has to be rejected. According to this perspective, the monetary variables controlled by the central bank determine the real equilibrium of the economic system and hence the level of employment. Inflation is not a monetary phenomenon but is caused by conflict over distribution in the private sector. Therefore, a higher degree of conservatism associated with central bank independence should have real effects. There should be losses of employment, at least in the short run, and effects on income shares in the long run. In the following part we will therefore draft a simple Post-Keynesian macro-model in which the level of employment is determined by effective demand on which monetary policy has a major impact, and in which the NAIRU (non-accelerating-inflation-rate-of-unemployment) is a limit to

2 For a critique see Bibow (1999) who accuses the time-inconsistency literature to discuss a non-existent problem and to derive pseudo-solutions, for instance central bank independence. On the one hand, the capacity of economic policy to generate surprise inflation is over-estimated. On the other hand, the true causes of inflation, lying in distribution struggle are overlooked, according to his view. See also the critical discussion by Forder (1998).
employment enforced by monetary policy. This limit, however, may not be reached by actual employment.

The limit to employment given by the NAIRU can be influenced by wage bargaining institutions and is not a constant, neither in international nor in inter-temporal comparison. Whether this limit to employment becomes effective also depends on institutional arrangements, for instance on the degree of central bank independence. The direction and the real effects of monetary policy, therefore, depend on the institutional setting of the central bank and the labour market. This will become clear when discussing some major empirical studies on this topic in part 3.

The transition to the European Monetary Union (EMU) has changed the institutional framework and therefore the possibilities for interaction between monetary policy and wage bargaining. In part 4 we will therefore discuss some perspectives for inflation and employment in the EMU taking into account these changes. With an independent European Central Bank (ECB), the NAIRU will become an effective limit to employment. But this limit will also depend on the future degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining. The actual degree of employment to be attained in EMU will also be affected by the monetary strategy chosen by the ECB.

2. A Post-Keynesian model of employment: the NAIRU as a limit to employment enforced by monetary policy

In order to facilitate the discussion of the effects of labour market institutions and central bank independence on macroeconomic performance we will draft a Post-Keynesian model in which some of these effects should become obvious. In a closed economy without economic activity by the state, the level of employment \( L \) is determined by effective demand expected by the entrepreneurs, as in equation (1). Productivity \( y \) is given or following an exogenous trend:

\[
L = \frac{I(r^e, i)}{s_{11}h + s_w(1-h)y}.
\]
Investment \((I)\) depends positively on the expected rate of profit \((r^e)\) and negatively on the monetary interest rate \((i)\). The interest rate in a monetary economy is an exogenous variable for the income generating process and is determined by the central bank, whereas the volumes of credit and money are endogenously given by effective demand financed by credit.\(^4\) The propensity to save out of profits \((\Pi)\) exceeds the savings propensity out of wages \((W)\). Abstracting from material costs, overhead labour and depreciation of fixed capital, the profit share \((h)\) is determined by mark-up \((m)\) pricing \((p)\) on unit labour costs, which are given by the nominal wage rate \((w)\) and labour productivity \((y)\):

\[
\begin{align*}
 p &= (1 + m) \frac{w}{y}, \quad m > 0, \\
 h &= \frac{m}{1 + m}.
\end{align*}
\]

The mark-up is determined by the degree of competition in the goods market.\(^5\) As the mark-up has to cover the actual and imputed interest payments of the firm, the minimum mark-up is affected by the interest rate. For the same reason, the rate of interest determines the minimum rate of profit on real investment in the long run. In the short run, however, there is no immediate positive impact of interest rate variations on the mark-up and the rate of profit, but an inverse effect on investment and employment.

The short-run effects of interest rate variations on investment are asymmetric. Rising interest rates choke investment and hence employment at a certain point, whereas falling interest rates will not be able to stimulate investment and employment, if expectations of entrepreneurs are depressed and firms do not expect to realise a rate of profit above the rate of interest due to effective demand considerations.

If the change in the interest rate generated by monetary policy is lasting, mark-up and profit share will change in the same direction, because in the long run, firms can only sustain those

\(^4\) Here we assume, that the central bank controls the base rate, and that the market rates are determined by mark-ups of commercial banks according to risk and period of validity of credit. If the mark-ups are constant, the central bank directly affects the market rates of interest in financial markets which are important for investment decisions (see Smithin 1994, pp. 111). On endogenous money in post-Keynesian theory see Lavoie (1984, 1992, pp. 149, 1996), Cottrell (1994), Hewitson (1995), Moore (1989), Roussea (1998, pp. 75) and Smithin (1994, pp. 64).

\(^5\) In an open economy the mark-up is also elastic to foreign competition in those sectors producing tradable goods and hence to the level of foreign prices and the exchange rate.
production processes which yield the minimum rate of profit determined by the interest rate. Changing mark-ups and income shares, however, have no unique effects on investment and hence employment. Rising mark-ups mean rising unit profits but also falling consumption demand. The overall effect of changing income shares on investment and employment therefore depends on the savings propensities out of wages and out of profits and on the elasticities of investment with respect to interest rates, unit costs and capacity utilisation. In a Post-Keynesian effective demand model we therefore get different possible regimes with respect to variations in interest rates and income shares.6

In what follows, we will discuss wage bargaining and monetary policies and their effects on employment.7 Although wage bargaining is concerned with money wage rates, labour unions intend to achieve a certain real wage – and with labour productivity growth given and correctly anticipated a certain wage share. The intended real wage rate ($w^*_{rb}$) depends positively on the volume of employment ($L$) determined by effective demand and, with the working population ($LF$) given, on the employment rate.8 Unemployment has the function to curtail distribution and participation claims of labourers, a view already held by Marx (1867) and Kalecki (1943). But bargaining claims and results are also affected by the degree of coordination of wage bargaining (KO), as will be shown below:

$$w^*_{rb} = w^*_{rb}(L, y, KO), \quad \text{with } \frac{\partial w^*_{rb}}{\partial L} > 0, \quad \frac{\partial w^*_{rb}}{\partial y} > 0.$$ 

The feasible real wage rate ($w^*_p$) is given by mark-up pricing from equation (2):

$$w^*_p = \frac{w}{p} = \frac{y}{1 + m}.$$ 

The real wage intended by labour unions and the feasible real wage given by entrepreneurial pricing only coincide by accident. If we assume the level of productivity and the degree of co-

---

6 This has been shown by Bhaduri/Marglin (1990) and Hein/Krämer (1997) for the effects of changes in income shares on investment and by Hein/Ochsen (2000) for the effects of changes in the interest rate on income shares and investment.

7 The following discussion builds on Carlin/Soskice (1990, pp. 135). Similar approaches can be found in Rowthorn (1977), Layard/Nickell/Jackman (1991) and Franz (1996).

8 Layard/Nickell/Jackman (1991) and Franz (1996) also discuss efficiency wages as an argument for increasing real wages when employment rises. This will not be explicitly considered in our model, because efficiency wages also increase productivity and may have no effect on the wage share.
ordination of wage bargaining as given, the relation between employment and distribution conflict can be depicted as in figure 1:

**Figure 1: Employment and distribution conflict**

The feasible real wage given by mark-up pricing is a constant. The real wage intended by unions is a rising function of employment. Only if effective demand in the goods market generates a volume of employment of $L^N$, the distribution claims of firms and labourers will be compatible and there will be no acceleration or deceleration of inflation. The rate of unemployment $[(LF-L^N)/L^N]$ associated with this volume of employment may therefore be called the NAIRU. It describes a distribution equilibrium between the claims of labourers and firms. If the actual level of employment given by effective demand in the goods market exceeds $L^N$, there will be increasing inflation rates caused by distribution struggle. If employment falls short of $L^N$, inflation rates will be falling because unemployment will enforce wage moderation on labour unions. These results can also be derived from equations (6) – (8):

(6) $\dot{w} = \hat{p}_T + \hat{y} + B(L - L^N)$, $B > 0$,  

(7) $\hat{p} = (1 + \hat{m}) + \dot{w} - \hat{y}$,  

(8) $\hat{p} - \hat{p}_T = (1 + \hat{m}) + B(L - L^N)$.

The growth rate of nominal wages pushed through by labour unions is determined by the expected inflation rate, which is interpreted as the target inflation rate of the central bank ($\hat{p}_T$),

---

9 The $w_p$-curve would be falling, if firms tried to increase mark-ups in periods of rising demand and employment. This would exacerbate the distribution conflict when unemployment falls below the NAIRU.
the anticipated rate of productivity growth ($\dot{y}$) and a component aimed at achieving a higher wage share which depends on the level of employment. If the level of employment exceeds the critical value of $L^N$, labour unions will push through a growth rate of nominal wages which will exceed the sum of the inflation rate and the productivity growth rate. If the level of employment falls short of $L^N$, labour unions are too weak to maintain the wage share.

Firms’ mark-up pricing follows wage bargaining and consists of the components in equation (7). Equation (8) shows that – with a constant mark-up – the inflation rate will only be constant, if employment will not deviate from $L^N$ and actual unemployment will be equal to the NAIRU. If actual employment deviates from $L^N$ and this deviation is tolerated by the monetary authorities, the actual inflation rate of the present period will become the expected inflation rate for the future period which will cause accelerating or decelerating inflation.

In the model, there are no endogenous market forces which could cause an adjustment of the employment level given by effective demand to the stable inflation level of employment. If unemployment exceeds the NAIRU, inflation rates will be falling and, with some price rigidities, wage shares will be falling as well. But falling output prices do not improve the yield expectations of entrepreneurs and therefore do not stimulate private investment. A falling wage share also means falling consumption demand which may feed back on investment, so that there is no general expansive effect on aggregate demand which could narrow the gap between the actual unemployment rate and the NAIRU. If unemployment determined by effective demand falls short of the NAIRU, there will also be no restrictive market processes which could narrow the gap, as long as the central bank is willing to accommodate the inflation process generated by distribution struggle. With rising prices, investment demand will be stimulated and also consumption demand will be accelerated as soon as unanticipated inflation rates make physical goods the only form to secure households’ wealth.

Although there are no market forces adjusting unemployment to the NAIRU in the short run, there may be some forces making the NAIRU shift into the direction of the unemployment

---

10 The growth rate of variable $x$ is written as $\dot{x}$.
11 The short-run Phillips-curve shifts continually upwards or downwards (see Carlin/Soskice 1990, pp. 154).
12 This constellation of falling inflation rates and falling labour income shares has prevailed in the advanced OECD-countries since the 1980s, whereas the 1970s saw rising inflation rates accompanied by rising labour income shares (see Hein/Ochsen 2000).
13 Extending the model to finance issues, debt deflation would exacerbate the effect of falling prices on investment.
rate determined by effective demand in the long run. In other words, the NAIRU may become path-dependent and we have to deal with hysteresis.\footnote{See Layard/Nickell/Jackman (1991) and Franz (1996).} If unemployment persistently exceeds the NAIRU, the NAIRU will adjust to this higher level, because de-qualification and stigmatisation will reduce the number of unemployed competing effectively for jobs and thereby curtailing bargaining power of labour unions. If rising unemployment is caused by a persistent increase in interest rates, the mark-up will have to increase as well reducing the feasible real wage and adjusting the NAIRU to the actual unemployment rate. If unemployment determined by effective demand in the goods market falls short of the NAIRU, the excess demand for qualified labour will lead to qualification and re-integration of marginal groups into the labour market. This will increase effective competition for jobs, reduce unions bargaining power and therefore make the NAIRU shift downwards. This shift will be reinforced, if the increase in employment is caused by a persistent decline in interest rates which will finally reduce the mark-up and increase the feasible real wage.

Accelerating inflation rates originating from distribution conflict will finally make the central bank intervene. In a monetary economy in which each production process requires money advances, predominantly in the form of credit, the central bank has to guarantee the real value of money advances in order to stabilise the readiness to grant credit as a precondition for continuous macroeconomic expansion. Therefore, the major task for central banks is to prevent the erosion of the monetary system caused by cumulative and unanticipated inflation. Following Seccareccia (1998), we can formulate the following reaction function for the base interest rate set by central banks:

\[
(9) \quad i = i[p, (\hat{p} - \hat{p}_t)], \quad \text{with} \quad \frac{\partial i}{\partial \rho} = 1, \quad \frac{\partial i}{\partial (\hat{p} - \hat{p}_t)} > 0.
\]

By means of varying the base rate the central bank intends, on the one hand, to regulate the real short term interest rate and to affect the real long-term interest rate in the financial market. The nominal short-term interest rate, therefore, has to vary with the inflation rate. On the other hand, the central bank intends to achieve a certain target inflation rate and has to react to a deviation of actual inflation from target inflation. The capacities of the central bank to adjust inflation to target inflation are, however, asymmetric. Accelerating inflation caused by an unemployment rate falling short of the NAIRU can always be stopped by central bank inter-
vention, whereas decelerating inflation and deflation caused by an unemployment rate exceeding the NAIRU cannot be converted by the central bank, as mentioned above. Therefore, in our model the NAIRU is only a limit to employment, enforced by central banks reacting to conflict inflation. The NAIRU is not the equilibrium rate of unemployment originating from labour market imperfections as in New-Keynesian models.\(^{15}\)

In our model, the NAIRU, on the one hand, depends on those factors which have an impact on the distribution claims of labour unions and their capacities to enforce nominal wage hikes. On the other hand, the NAIRU is affected by the determinants of the mark-up and the feasible real wage. Extending our model to an open economy with economic activity by the state, these determinants would also encompass the real exchange rate which determines the foreign distribution claims and net taxes and charges which constitute the distribution claims of the state. The possibility for the actual unemployment rate to fall short of the NAIRU is affected by the weight of the inflation goal in the objective function of the central bank. Therefore, the tolerable degree of employment is determined by the institutions of the labour market and the central bank, as will be shown in the next part.

3. Labour market institutions, central bank independence and employment: results and implications of some empirical studies

Implications for the effects of monetary and labour market institutions on the NAIRU and long run unemployment can be derived from different debates: 1. the discussion about the relationship between labour market institutions and employment, 2. the discussion about the effects of central bank independence on inflation and 3. the more recent discussion about the joint effects of wage bargaining institutions and central bank independence on macroeconomic performance. We do neither intend to give a complete survey of these debates nor do we want to discuss the relevant studies in detail.\(^{16}\) We will rather sketch some results and implications for our subject.\(^{17}\)


\(^{16}\) A more detailed discussion of some relevant studies can be found in Hein (1999).

\(^{17}\) The studies considered are related to advanced capitalist economies and are predominantly based on long-term analysis.
For the impact of labour market institutions on macroeconomic performance the well known work by Calmfors/Driffill (1988) postulates a hump-shaped relation between the degree of centralisation of wage bargaining and unemployment in international comparison. Highly centralised as well as highly decentralised systems perform better than intermediate systems. Calmfors (1993) relates this result to the differences in the abilities to internalise negative wage externalities on the different levels of centralisation. Soskice (1990), however, has shown that not centralisation but rather the degree of formal and informal co-ordination of wage bargaining (for instance pattern bargaining) and the degree of “local pushfulness” of unions, determined by the strength of local unions and their tendency towards short run results, are of utmost importance for macroeconomic performance. Contrary to the “hump-shaped”-hypothesis by Calmfors/Driffill, he derives a linearly inverse relationship between the degree of co-ordination and unemployment and a positive connection between “local pushfulness” and unemployment. Layard/Nickell/Jackman (1991) confirm an inverse effect of the degree of co-ordination of labour unions, but especially of employer associations on the level of unemployment. But if there is no co-ordination of wage bargaining, the coverage ratio of collective bargaining agreements has a positive impact on unemployment, according to their results. The Calmfors/Driffill hypothesis is also rejected by a comprehensive study of the OECD (1997). The authors rather find, although not statistically significant in each case, “(...) some tendency for more centralised/co-ordinated bargaining systems to have lower unemployment and higher employment rates compared with other, less centralised/co-ordinated systems” (OECD 1997, p. 64). Traxler (1999) and Mesch (2000), who have found a positive impact of the degree of co-ordination on employment as well, make the valuable distinction between horizontal and vertical co-ordination. A high degree of horizontal co-ordination between industries, through pattern bargaining, state imposed co-ordination, intra-associational co-ordination by the peak association, inter-associational co-ordination or state-sponsored co-ordination is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for wage setting to take its macroeconomic effects into account. In order to translate and implement the results of horizontal co-ordination and to prevent wage-drift or wage-dumping, also a high degree of vertical co-

---

18 See Calmfors (1993), Flanagan (1999) and OECD (1997) for comprehensive surveys of the relevant studies and their conceptual and empirical problems in assessing the impact of labour market institutions on macroeconomic performance.

19 Decentralised bargaining on the firm level prevents workers from demanding excessive wage hikes to avoid losses of jobs in the particular firm. Centralised bargaining on the national level is able to anticipate and internalise the effects of wage bargaining on national employment. Intermediate bargaining on the sectoral, branch or industry level, however, is neither threatened by immediate job losses caused by rising wages in the particular industry nor able to anticipate the aggregate effects of the industry wage hikes.
ordination within industries is needed, through a high level of union and bargaining agreement coverage, legal enforceability of collective agreements and peace obligations. Schmidt (1996) confirms and complements this view, although he does not explicitly investigate the effects of co-ordinated wage bargaining. He concludes that low wage pressure, a low rate of inflation and low unemployment are supported by non-fragmentary wage bargaining, labour unions aiming at consensus and union wage demands dominated by the economic sectors producing internationally tradable goods.

Whether the limit to employment given by distribution conflict is actually enforced, depends on the weight of stable prices in the objective function of the central bank. As Eijffinger/de Haan (1996) and Berger/de Haan/Eijffinger (2000) in their comprehensive surveys on central bank independence and macroeconomic performance have shown, low inflation is associated with a high degree of personal, economic and political independence of central banks and its commitment to conservatism. The index of central bank independence in the overwhelming majority of studies displays a stable and robust inverse relation with inflation, independently of the index used. This relation is the more pronounced, the less central bank action is restricted by fixed exchange rate systems, as in the former international currency system of Bretton Woods or in the former European Monetary System. The empirical studies discussed use a composite index of central bank independence, very often the one originating from Cuikerman/Webb/Neyapti (1992). This index encompasses, on the one hand, the formal, legal degree of central bank independence, relating to the objectives of central banking, the appointment, dismissal, and term of office of central bank governors, the limitations on lending to the public sector and the resolution of conflict between central bank and political executives. On the other hand, also informal indicators of actual independence are introduced. These are the turnover of central bank governors and information derived from a questionnaire about the actual political influence by the government, the resolution of conflict between political executives and the central bank and about lending to the public sector.20

Whether central bank independence should really be viewed as cause for low inflation, will not be discussed here any further. There have been made convincing arguments that central bank independence affects inflation.

20 The also widely used index by Grilli/Masciandoro/Tabellini (1991), however, only considers legally political and economic aspects of independence. Political independence is affected by the legal appointment procedure of central bank governors, the legal objectives of the central bank and the legal relation between policy and the central bank. Economic independence is determined by the limits to lending to the public sector and the degree
bank independence and low inflation should rather be considered as effects of a third factor, as the dominance of those social classes preferring price stability in order to protect their wealth (finance capital, rentier class) or a general aversion against inflation in the society given by historical experiences. We will also not discuss the question, whether central bank independence is an appropriate solution to the alleged time-inconsistency problem of monetary policy, because we do not view inflation as being caused by politically intended surprise for the private sector but rather as originating from distribution conflict within the private sector. In what follows, we will rather deal with real costs of central bank independence and low inflation, and possibilities to minimise these costs by appropriate labour market institutions.

In a widely discussed paper, Alesina/Summers (1993) consider the real effects of central bank independence by means of simple scatter diagrams. They find a perfectly inverse relation between their index of central bank independence with annual inflation rates and its variances. Real variables, as GDP-growth, GDP-per-capita-growth, unemployment, and their variances, however, do not show any relation with central bank independence. Therefore, they conclude that price stability by means of central bank independence should be considered a “free lunch”. In a multiple regression aimed at explaining unemployment on average over the trade cycle, Cornwall/Cornwall (1998), however, find a significantly inverse impact of central bank independence on the level of unemployment. This is true for each index of central bank independence they use which makes them reject the “free lunch”-hypothesis. This conclusion is supported by Jordan (1997), Gärtner (1997) and Posen (1998) who show that disinflation costs do not vary inversely with central bank independence, as should be expected due to higher credibility of more independent central banks, but are rather positively influenced by the index of central bank independence. Gärtner (1997) also demonstrates that higher sacrifice-ratios of more independent central banks are not accompanied by less frequent interventions. A higher degree of central bank independence is therefore associated with higher losses of output and employment also in the long run.

of control of the instruments of monetary policy by the central bank. For further indices see Eijffinger/de Haan (1996). For a critical view on indices for central bank independence see Mangano (1998).


22 See for instance Debelle/Fischer (1994).

23 Grilli/Masciandaro/Tabellini (1991) and Eijffinger/Schaling/Hoebrichts (1998) also do not find any real impact of central bank independence on output-growth.
A final glance at the results of papers dealing with the joint effects of central bank independence and labour market institutions on macroeconomic performance shows a heterogeneous picture. This is mainly due to the use of different indices for labour market institutions in these studies. There can be found the degree of corporatism, the degree of centralisation or of co-ordination of wage bargaining. For instance, Havrilesky/Granato (1993) claim that annual inflation rates vary inversely with the degree of central bank independence and that the degree of corporatism, given by the strength of labour unions and the labour orientation of government, has no impact on inflation when a linear relation between these variables is tested. Bleany (1996) also looks for linear relations when testing the impacts of central bank independence, an index for the degree of centralisation of wage bargaining and a corporatism-index on inflation and unemployment. He concludes that labour market corporatism has an inverse influence on unemployment but no impact on inflation whereas the degree of central bank independence only affects inflation inversely but does not influence unemployment. Contrary to these results, Al-Marhubi/Willet (1995) find that a negative impact of central bank independence is accompanied by a weaker but significant “hump-shaped” influence of the degree of centralisation of wage bargaining on inflation as well. Iversen (1999) and Cuikerman/Lippi (1999) confirm these results and demonstrate that the “hump-shaped” relation between centralisation of wage bargaining and inflation will more pronounced if central banks are dependent, but can hardly be found if central banks are independent.

Our discussion above, however, has displayed that the analyses of macroeconomic effects of central bank independence and labour market institutions should rather consider the degree of horizontal and vertical co-ordination of wage bargaining than the level of centralisation. This road is followed by Hall (1994) and Hall/Franzese (1998). They also find that a higher degree of central bank independence is associated with a lower inflation rate. Comparing countries with a similar degree of central bank independence they derive, that a higher degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining is associated with a lower “misery index”, which is the sum of the inflation rate and the rate of unemployment. From this follows, that in economies with a high degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining the reduction of inflation rates by independent central banks is accompanied by less employment losses than in economies with a low degree of co-ordination in the labour market. Kittel/Traxler (2001) support this conclusion and demonstrate that the successful anticipation of real effects of restrictive monetary policy especially rests on well-functioning vertical co-ordination in the labour market which solves the problem of implementation of horizontally co-ordinated wage bargaining. In these sys-
tems, wage bargaining is able to take into account its effects on overall unit labour costs and inflation so that monetary policy does not have to intervene, whereas uncoordinated systems and systems with horizontal but insufficient vertical co-ordination have to be disciplined by the central bank. Here, more restrictive monetary policies of independent central banks are then associated with increasing unemployment.

The main implications of this survey can now be summarised – with some caution due to the problems of building appropriate indices for labour market institutions and central bank independence:

1. A high degree of formal and actual independence of central banks is associated with price stability. Whether a true cause of low inflation or not, central bank independence seems to be a main guarantee for achieving and sustaining price stability in the view of dominant social groups. With a high degree of central bank independence the NAIRU becomes an effective limit to employment. Price stability by means of independent central banks is not a “free lunch”, but is rather associated with real costs, for instance higher unemployment.

2. A high degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining is capable of increasing the level of employment compatible with price stability and decreasing the real costs of disinflation and stable prices. Co-ordinated wage bargaining allows for the integration of the central banks objectives into the nominal wage demands of labour unions and reduces wage pressure when employment is increasing. Co-ordination, on the one hand, means horizontal co-ordination of wage demands between sectors, industries or branches which makes it possible to consider the effects of wage agreements by sectors or industries on aggregate unit wage costs and inflation. It also makes sector or industry “inflation increments”, protecting the agreements against surprise inflation caused by other sectors, redundant. But co-ordination will only becomes effective, if the implementation problem is solved by vertical co-ordination, on the other hand. Only a high degree of vertical co-ordination is able to prevent upwards or downwards wage pressure when employment is increasing or decreasing.

The effect of co-ordination of wage bargaining on sustainable employment in a monetary economy are shown in figure 2:
Figure 2: Increasing the degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining

With an increasing degree of horizontal and vertical co-ordination of wage bargaining, the real wage demanded by labour unions changes compared to non-co-ordination. Between $L^N_1$ and $L^N_2$ the bargaining partners are able to accept the feasible real wage determined by mark-up pricing and to exhaust the scope for distribution, thereby respecting the inflation objective of independent central banks. If employment falls short of $L^N_1$, unions will be too weak to exhaust the scope for distribution. If employment exceeds $L^N_2$, union members will push for higher wages and a higher wage share, and either unions will demand redistribution in favour of wages or wage drift due to excess demand for labour in some sectors may arise. This will accelerate inflation and cause central bank intervention forcing employment down to $L^N_2$.

By means of co-ordinated wage bargaining a constant inflation rate becomes compatible with a range of employment levels, and the NAIRU is no longer unique. As an increasing degree of wage bargaining co-ordination decreases the NAIRU, a higher level of employment can be achieved without contradicting the inflation objective of an independent central bank. Contrary to prevailing propositions, a reduction of the NAIRU can be attained by means of organising the labour market and the bargaining parties and does not require decentralisation of wage bargaining and deregulation of labour markets. A high degree of wage bargaining co-ordination has the additional virtue that increasing unemployment will not cause immediate disinflation or deflation with its negative impacts on effective demand and employment.

---

24 This fact may explain the difficulties to estimate the actual level of the NAIRU with sufficiently small confidence intervals, especially for economies with co-ordinated wage bargaining (see Staiger/Stock/Watson 1997).

25 This does not preclude, however, that the NAIRU can be reduced by decentralisation of wage bargaining and deregulation of labour markets, as long as the bargaining position of labour unions is sufficiently weakened. According to Gordon (1997), the decrease in the NAIRU during the 1990s in the USA has also been due to weakened labour unions.
4. The perspectives for Euroland

The transition to European Monetary Union in 1999 caused major changes for the institutional framework and the possibilities for interaction between monetary policy and wage bargaining. The personally, politically and economically independent European Central Bank with its primary objective of price stability is faced with different national wage bargaining systems for which co-ordination across Euroland has not yet become effective. Hall/Franzese (1998) and Schelkle (1997) expect major problems and increasing unemployment, especially for those economies with well-working signalling between central bank and co-ordinated wage bargaining, as Austria, Germany, Finland and the Netherlands. But also for countries with uncoordinated wage bargaining but politically dependent central banks, as France, Italy, Ireland, Portugal and Spain, they expect negative consequences, because the independent and conservative ECB would not accommodate inflation caused by unemployment falling below the NAIRU any more. Soskice/Iversen (1998), however, make clear that national signalling before the transition to EMU only took place in Germany, the regional key currency country. The other central banks in the European Monetary System (EMS) rather had to follow the policy of the German Bundesbank and could not react to national wage bargaining. The changes caused by transition to EMU have therefore to be discussed separately for Germany and the other countries.

The superior development of employment and inflation in Germany from the 1950s to the early 1990s is often mentioned as an example for a well-working system of signalling be-

---

26 According to the Maastricht treaty, the primary objective for the ECB is price stability. Only when price stability is achieved, the ECB should support the economic policy of the European Union. The ECB is goal and instrument independent (see Bean 1998). Its monetary strategy rests on two pillars: on the one hand, on a monetary target as an intermediate reference point and, on the other hand, an inflation target assessed by a broad set of indicators (see Europäische Zentralbank 1999, p. 43). Most commentators expect the ECB to pursue inflation targeting, as more and more central banks, including the Bundesbank, have done in fact after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system (see Marquard 1999 and Chada/Janssen 1998).

27 For the differences between national wage bargaining systems in the EMU see Kasten/Soskice (1999), Mesch (1999) and Traxler (1999). Attempts to co-ordinate wage bargaining across borders have been made by the union federations of Germany and the Benelux-states. In the “declaration of Doorn” (1998), they agreed to aim at real wage increases according to productivity growth and to prevent wage dumping. On the sectoral level, the European Metalworker Federation (EMF) has been the first to develop concepts of European co-ordination of bargaining demands based on productivity growth rates. This line has now been followed by almost all other European industry federations and by the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC). This does not mean, however, that wages actually increase with productivity growth. On the contrary, a wage policy based on productivity growth has not yet become effective in EMU. On the state of co-ordination of wage bargaining in EMU see Mesch (2000), Hoffmann/Mermet (2000), Schulten/Bispinck (1999), Schulten (2001, 2001a) and Traxler (1999).
between an independent central bank and co-ordinated wage bargaining. 28 The independent and conservative Bundesbank was highly credible in fighting inflation. Wage bargaining characterised by a high degree of co-ordination through pattern bargaining by the union of metal-workers, the IG Metall, well-working co-ordination within German labour union federation, the DGB, and within the employer associations, took the Bundesbank’s inflation objective seriously into account and avoided excessive wage hikes. If labour unions pushed through nominal wage hikes incompatible with price stability, the Bundesbank rigorously intervened and punished bargaining parties with persistently increasing interest rates. This model of interaction expired when the ECB took over responsibilities for monetary policies. The consequences for German wage bargaining will depend on whether the ECB will attach a major role to the effects of German wage bargaining on inflation in Euroland and therefore will directly respond to Germany’s nominal wage hikes, on the one hand, and whether German labour unions will anticipate such a reaction, on the other hand.

Soskice/Iversen (1998) expect a widened space for wage hikes in Germany because the ECB would not target German inflation. This would cause increasing inflation for Euroland and a higher NAIRU for Germany. Mesch (2000), however, sees some evidence for the ECB trying to influence the wage demands of the IG Metall and therefore focusing on German inflation. If German wage bargaining recognises these signals, there is no variation in the German NAIRU to be expected. German labour unions, however, may fear that with uncoordinated wage bargaining across Euroland, their relative real wage position may be weakened, because the other countries may not follow the German pattern. In this case, German wage unions may not be impressed by the ECB and may hope, that their wage demands might not have proportional effects on the EU-price level and therefore generate increasing real wages without immediate ECB intervention. A higher potential for inflation in Germany and Euroland as well as an increasing NAIRU would, however, be the consequences. But this kind of scenario may be more relevant for phases of full employment than in the present period with mass unemployment.

For the other member countries of EMU there have also been major changes. Generally and persistently decreasing interest rates in the course of convergence and the redundancy of the mark-up on the German interest rate have widened the scope for distribution and reduced the

national NAIRUs. If the degree of competition has also increased by more transparent markets for goods and services in Euroland, the associated reduction of the mark-up will also contribute to a wider scope for distribution and a reduction of the NAIRU. This is also true for Germany.

When employment is generally increasing or when there are exogenous shocks limiting the national scopes for distribution, there will be major problems for those economies with fragmented and uncoordinated or inefficiently co-ordinated wage bargaining. With no nominal wage moderation by means of co-ordination, small countries with only minor impact on inflation in Euroland will suffer losses in market shares and employment. Failing wage moderation and increasing inflation in intermediate or bigger countries with major impacts on inflation in Euroland, will make the ECB intervene. Overall losses in output and employment in Euroland and especially in these countries will follow.

Economies with a high degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining (including Germany) will, however, be able to contain inflation when employment is increasing or when they are hit by exogenous shocks limiting the scope for distribution. With persisting unemployment, these countries may also want to make active use of their co-ordination advantage and keep their bargaining agreements below those of their competitors in Euroland. This kind of “competitive corporatism” seems to become a major tendency of the “social pacts” in EMU member countries. Competitive corporatism does not destabilise macroeconomic development as long as its introduction is confined to small economies, but it exacerbates regional disparities caused by different labour market institutions already in this context. A “beggar thy neighbour” policy will, however, become a major macroeconomic problem and may cause deflationary wage dumping in EMU as soon as it is pursued by some major economies.

---

29 According to Schulten (2001, p. 21), there are pacts for competitiveness which encompass nominal wage guidelines in Belgium, Germany, Greece, Finland, Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands and Portugal. See also Kasten/Soskice (1999). For the dangers of national corporatism aimed at increasing international competitiveness see also Crouch (2000).

30 Simulations with the Oxford Economic Forecasting Model by Fritsche et al. (1999) show that nominal wage reductions in Germany improve international competitiveness and hence production and employment in Germany but also reduce output and employment in the other EMU countries by a considerable amount. The reduction of interest rates made possible by German wage moderation does not have sufficiently compensating effects. If the Netherlands, however, follow a “beggar thy neighbour” strategy there are neither effects on output and employment in the other EMU economies nor on the interest rate. For the dangers of a destabilising wage dumping process in EMU see also Kromphardt (1999) and Heise/Schulten (1999).
The danger of destabilising deflation or inflation will apparently dominate in the EMU, if wage bargaining remains internationally uncoordinated, because wage externalities will not be taken account of for Euroland as a whole. With high unemployment, the threat of deflation seems to prevail at present. An increasing degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining across EMU, with wage demands of labour unions related to national productivity growth and the target inflation rate of the ECB, could therefore widen the corridor for stable inflation levels of employment. In this way, the European NAIRU could be reduced and the danger of future deflation spirals caused by increasing unemployment above the NAIRU could be confined. A potentially viable road towards co-ordination of wage bargaining across Euroland could be initiated by the European Metalworkers Federation led by the German IG Metall, because in this sector the conditions for efficient vertical co-ordination seem to be given. The metal sector could therefore develop the core of pattern bargaining across EMU. Centralised, top down wage bargaining at the EMU-level seems to be impossible under present conditions, because of the differences between national wage bargaining institutions and the lack of co-ordination within European labour unions and employer associations.31

A reduction of the NAIRU in the EMU could, however, also be achieved by means of deregulation of labour market institutions, decentralisation, fragmentation and individualisation of wage bargaining, the reduction of social benefits and hence the reservation wage rate and through active labour market policies increasing the qualifications of labour supply.32 This strategy, aiming at weakened labour union bargaining power, can effectively decrease the NAIRU and improve the employment performance, as the US-experience in the 1980s and 1990s has shown (see Gordon 1997). The strategy, however, crucially depends on central bank policies matching with deregulation of labour markets and rewarding deregulated markets with symmetric reactions to deviations from target inflation. A reduction of the NAIRU by means of deregulation has therefore to be accompanied by expansive monetary policies (see Allsop/Vines 1998). But it should not be forgotten, that symmetric monetary policy reaction may still have asymmetric effects on investment, output and employment. As mentioned above, monetary policy is always able to convert an investment boom into a recession by increasing interest rates, if unemployment falls short of the NAIRU and inflation accelerates. But decreasing interest rates by central bank interventions may not be sufficient to convert a

32 This strategy is advocated by those authors who suppose the European unemployment problem to be predominantly “structural” (see Calmfors 1998).
recession, with unemployment considerably above the NAIRU, into an investment boom, if expectations of investors have deteriorated. In this case, also matching fiscal policies or/and increasing world demand for goods may be needed.\footnote{33} If these conditions are not given, central banks may not be able to stop falling unemployment and deflation. Therefore, the strategy of achieving higher employment by means of the central bank rewarding labour market deregulation demands a lot of the central bank. The central bank would have to conduct the economy on a path between overheating and recession and would have, above all, to avoid deep recessions. Under the conditions of deregulated labour markets without wage moderation in the face of rising employment, this strategy might contradict the central bank’s price stability objective.

There is not only the symmetric strategy of the US Federal Reserve that can be chosen by the ECB, but also the asymmetric strategy of the German Bundesbank, which increased interest rates whenever inflation climbed above the target rate, but which did not decrease interest rates immediately, when inflation rates fell below the target.\footnote{34} This monetary strategy supposes powerful strategic actors in the labour market as causes for inflation, who have to be disciplined by appropriate monetary policy, whereas the Fed strategy supposes powerless actors and attributes inflation to the market constellation in the labour market. Contrary to the Fed, the Bundesbank had also to take into account the higher degree of openness of the German compared to the US economy and was very successful in its strategy of “stability oriented under-valuation” of the D-Mark. This strategy persistently combined current account surpluses with revaluation tendencies of the currency.

Summing up, the perspectives for inflation and employment in EMU are determined, on the one hand, by the ECB’s choice of reaction function and, on the other hand, by the development of labour market institutions, as can be seen from table 1 and figure 3. If we only distinguish between a high degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining and a low degree, which may be associated with further deregulation in the labour market, and between a symmetric reaction function of the ECB imitating the Fed and an asymmetric approach following the

\footnote{33} As has been shown by Flassbeck et al. (1997), Kalmbach (2000), Palley (1998) and Schulmeister (2000), the superior performance of the US-economy in the 1990s was rather due to co-ordinated macroeconomic policies than to labour market deregulation.\footnote{34} See Debelle/Fischer (1994), Horn (1999) and Soskice (1999) who claim that the Bundesbank strategy caused higher sacrifice-ratios than the Fed strategy. Bibow (2000) shows that the growth differences between the USA and Germany in the 1990s are predominantly due to the asymmetric strategy of the Bundesbank compared to the symmetric approach of the Fed.
Bundesbank, we can derive four scenarios which show the medium to long run perspectives for inflation and employment in Euroland.

Table 1: Potential scenarios for macroeconomic performance in Euroland determined by the degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining and by the ECB’s choice of monetary policy strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining</th>
<th>Strategy of the ECB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>German Bundesbank (asymmetric)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1: Price stability and intermediate rate of employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>3: Deflation and low rate of employment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a high degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining is attained and the ECB follows the strategy of the Bundesbank, Euroland’s economy will achieve price stability and an intermediate rate of employment (scenario 1). The potentials for stable inflation rates of employment will not be exhausted in the long run, because the ECB will react asymmetrically to short run deviations from its inflation target. Under the conditions of co-ordinated wage bargaining a better employment performance will be achieved, if the ECB follows the Fed strategy (scenario 2).

If wage bargaining remains uncoordinated at the EMU level and if further deregulation in the labour market is introduced, the choice of the Fed-strategy may also lead to a high level of employment (scenario 4). But high employment will be far more unstable than in the case of co-ordinated wage bargaining. If unemployment exceeds the NAIRU, there will be the immediate threat of disinflation and deflation which will be especially pronounced if there are no stabilising fiscal policy interventions in this situation. As fiscal policies in EMU are restricted by the stability pact of Amsterdam and orientated towards consolidation by means of expenditure cuts, there can rather be expected pro-cyclical policies for the future (see Arestis/McCauley/Sawyer 2001, Priewe 1997). If the ECB chooses the Bundesbank strategy under the conditions of uncoordinated wage bargaining across EMU, the attainable degree of employment will persistently remain below the stable inflation rate of employment and there will
be permanent deflationary pressure which might be exacerbated by pro-cyclical fiscal policies (scenario 3).

As we have to expect a low degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining for the foreseeable future, scenarios 3 and 4 will be the more probable at present. As the degree of openness of Euroland is similar to that of the USA there is, however, no necessity for the ECB to follow the Bundesbank strategy which was predominantly motivated by open economy considerations. If the ECB acts according to this view, we will have to expect scenario 4 for the medium run future.
Figure 3: Potential Scenarios for macroeconomic performance in Euroland determined by the degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining and by the ECB’s choice of monetary policy strategy

1: high co-ordination + Bundesbank strategy

2: high co-ordination + Fed strategy

3: low co-ordination + Bundesbank strategy

4: low co-ordination + Fed strategy
Starting from a Post-Keynesian model, in which there is no mechanism that equates employment determined by effective demand with the NAIRU as the limit to employment given by distribution conflict and enforced by monetary policy, we have analysed the impact of labour market and central bank institutions on the stable inflation rate of employment. From empirical work on the effects of labour market institutions on macroeconomic performance we have concluded that the horizontal and vertical degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining has an inverse effect on the NAIRU. Therefore, a reduction of the NAIRU does not require deregulation of labour markets and weakened union bargaining power but can be achieved by improved co-ordination of wage bargaining. The NAIRU becomes an effective limit to employment in those economies with independent central banks ready to sacrifice output and employment to gain price stability. Empirical studies on joint effects of labour market institutions and central bank independence support the presumption that with the dominance of independent central banks, macroeconomic performance is superior in those economies with co-ordinated wage bargaining. Horizontally and vertically co-ordinated wage bargaining allows for the internalisation of macroeconomic wage externalities in the bargaining process. Inflation caused by distribution conflict in the face of rising employment or by external shocks limiting the scope for distribution, can therefore be avoided. Under these conditions, the central bank is enabled to tolerate a higher rate of employment. A high degree of co-ordination of wage bargaining will also prevent the economy from sliding into deflation if unemployment increases.

With an independent central bank the perspectives for inflation and employment depend on the monetary strategy chosen by the ECB and on the development of wage bargaining co-ordination across Euroland. Under the more probable conditions of uncoordinated wage bargaining for the medium run future, the choice of the asymmetric Bundesbank strategy by the ECB will cause a level of employment persistently below the non accelerating inflation level and a permanent deflationary pressure for Euroland’s economy. The choice of the symmetric Fed strategy would allow for a higher level of employment but still bear the risk of deflation, exacerbated by pro-cyclical fiscal policies when unemployment rises above the NAIRU. Co-ordination of wage bargaining across Euroland would improve the level of employment and stabilise the level of prices for both potential strategies of the ECB.
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